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HISTORY OF MEDICINE IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY: AN OVERVIEW

SISIR K. MAJUMDAR'

ABSTRACT

The study of history is part of man's awareness of himself and the nature and

place of his society in the world at large. The history of medicine is no exception.

The past is always a guide to the present and the present sets the scene for the

future. That is wherc lies the significance of the study of the history of medicine in

the twentieth century. The medical achievements of this century ranks as one of

the supreme epochs of human enterprise and endeavour. Medicine needed to march

at par with the dynamic history of a changing scientific world. In fact, it did so.

The study of history is part of man's
awareness of himself and the nature and
place of his society in the world at large.
It is meaningful and valuable because he can
find in the past rough parallels to the
present; he can also find societies and events
and ideas that are sharply different from
those he encounters from day to day. The
history of medicine is no exception. History
of medicine is not a fairy-tale of triumphant
insights cumulatively registered by
perceptive doctors and scientists or a mere
prelude to the wonders of the present. It
gives real insight into the motivation of
exploring the footprints in the march of
medicine on its pilgrimage to conquer man's
malady. It stimulates innovation and
rationalization; it frames the future for
creative advancement. The past is always a
guide to the present, and the present sets the
scene for the future. That is where lies the
significance of the study of history of
medicine in the twentieth century. Winston
Leonard Spencer Churchill (1874 - 1965),
Nobel literature laureate, 1953, rightly.said

while addressing the Royal College of
Physicians, London, in March, 1944 : "The
longer you can look back, the further you
can look forward." Let us now look back to
the past 99 years, in order to look forward to
the new millennium.

The twentieth century is the century that
split the atom, probed the psyche,
mechanized medicine, spliced genes,
transplanted heart, lung and liver in humans,
cloned a sheep and produced babies in
laboratory test tubes. It built airplanes,
rockets, satellites, televisions, computers and
thermo-nuclear bombs. It overthrew our
inherited ideas about logic, language,
learning mathematics, economics and even
space and time. Technology has been tamed
to serve medicine. Medicine also produced
a melange of miracles (?) or near-miracles,
though many fundamental questions still
remain unsolved. The failure to produce a
unified field theory by a merger between
quantum theory and general theory of
relativity in order to explain the creation of
the universe, even by Pythagoras of Samos
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(c. 530 - 497 B.C.) through Isaac Newton
(l642 - 1727) to Albert Einstein (1879 -
1955), Nobel Physics Laureate, 1921, offers
us a pleasant consolation.

Advances in medical science and
medical practice throughout this century, and
especially after World War II, have
proceeded at a gigantic space and intensity.
Medicine needed to march at par with the
dynamic history of a changing scientific
world. In fact, it did so. It did not fail. They
provide new and genuine challenges to
medical historians. Medical scientists and
clinicians themselves frequently bemoan the
rate at which published material proliferates
in their disciplines, and the near impossibility
of keeping up with the literature. Pity, then,
the poor medical historian, trying to make
sense of this mass of published data, scouring
archives for unpublished accounts and
illuminating details, and attempting
throughout to comprehend, conceptualize,
contextualize, reconstruct and convey to
others the tales of the recent past and their
significance. In this connection, it is worth
remembering that William Shakespeare
(1564 - 1616) never wrote a word on the
Spanish Annada (1588 - 1604), though this
great event happened during the peak of his
writing career. It only highlights the
difficulty in making a final judgement or
interpretation on contemporary events.

The extensive published record of
modem medicine and medical science raised
particular problems for medical historians;
it is often presented in a piecemeal but formal
fashion, sometimes seemingly designed to
conceal rather than reveal the processes by
which scientific medicine is conducted. As
Peter Brian Medawar (1915 - 1987), Nobel
Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, 1960,
suggested in his famous article - "Is the
scientific paper a fraud?" ("The Threat and
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the Glory : Reflections on Science and
Scientiststs", Ed. D.Pyke, 1990, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, p.228 - 233), much
scientific literature "misrepresents the
processes of thought that accompanied or
gave rise to the work that described ..... " not
deliberately intended to deceive, but
structured and arranged in a rigid format that
allows for little individual expression or
amplification. There are other problems as
well - limit of access to official archives
where unpublished materials are usually kept,
erratic preservation of personal papers etc.

But this century has undoubtedly given
us enormous affluence of medical
information. It has given us both delight and
dilemma. It is best summed up in the words
of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749 -
1832):

"Was man in der Jugend wiinscht
hat man im Alter die "Fulle"
("What we wish in our youth, we have

in abundance in old age.")
This is the objective reality in this

century. Rivulets of knowledge are all
crowded. Let us now try to swim through
the century !
The Prelude:

In this millennium we inherited a
glorious tradition. Tradition was a stimulus
to further progress. The Renaissance ( 1500
- 1700 A.D.), the Scientific Revolution
(period from the publication of "De
Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium" [ "On
the Revolutioni of the Celestial bodies") by
Nicolas Copernicus (1473 - 1543) in 1543
to that of Isaac Newton's "Philosophia
Naturalis Principia Mathematica" in 1687 -
144 years) and Enlightenment of the 18th and
19th centuries set the tune for scientific
attainments in the 20th century ( Majumdar,
1993 ; Majumdar, 1997). The Industrial
Revolution (1760 - 1830) worked as an
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adjuvant to the whole process. No country
has a monopoly of scientific and
technological discovery. Presses poured ofT
articles and books to be available instantly
everywhere. These massive increases in
communication and information have created
scientific, technological and medical
communities, transcending many national
boundaries. The English language acted as
a vehicle for globalization in medicine and
science. Medical progress is always
dependent on general progress. World
population continued to increase. Health and
medical needs also increased. Two World
Wars in this century (I: 1914 - 1918; II: 1939
- 1945) including the nuclear one, though
unfortunate morally, offered some direct or
indirect gains in medicine to satisfy the
demands of warfare. War efforts enchanced
the pace of development of trauma surgery,
preventive medicine, antibiotics,
chemotherapy, anaesthesiology, etc.

The World Health Organization
(W.H.O.) was formed as a specialized agency
within the United Nations in 1948 to advance
international co-operation for the
improvement in health of people in all
countries. It is primarily concerned with the
control of epidemic diseases, vaccination and
other programmes, world-wide sanitation and
water supplies. It also acts as a clearing house
for information for such topics as drugs,
radiation hazards and cancer research. Its
activities mainly involve the developing
world.
Setting The Scene:

The intellectual triumph of our century
stemmed from the quantum physics of Max
Planck (1858 - 1947) in 1900. Energy is
dispensed in discrete packets (quanta) and
not as continuous stream. A new relationship
between matter and energy emerged.
Einstein took the concept further in his
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Special Theory of Relativity in 1905 and in
his General Theory of Relativity in 1916.
Space and time were combined in a
continuum. Mass and energy are
interconvertible : E = MC2, where E =
energy, m = mass and c = the velocity of light.
High temperature can create matter.
Temperature is inseparable from radiation.
Electromagnetic radiations turn into masses.
The inverse of this process, turning mass into
energy makes nuclear bombs.

The discovery of x-rays by the German
Physicist, Wilhelm Konrad von Roentgen
(1845 - 1923), First Nobel Physics Laureate,
1901, on November 8, 1895, led to a
revolutionary diagnostic and therapeutic
procedure in medicine (Nolan, 1995).
Application of x-rays led to development of
contrast agents containing barium sulphate
and iodine to outline hollow organs and blood
vessels of the body and also tomography,
particularly computed tomography.
Percutaneous catheter replacement is now
universally used in angiography (Seldinger,
1953). Godfrey Newbold Hounsfield's
Nobel Medicine Laureate, 1979, work on
computed tomography made it possible to
obtain detailed cross sectional views of the
soft tissues, particularly of the brain
(Ambrose and Hounsfied, 1973). Progress
now continues in the development of
minimally invasive treatments that rely on
imaging techniques - ultrasonography,
magnetic resonance imaging, infra - red
imaging, microwave tomography, three-
dimensional computer reconstruction of
images obtained with x-rays, etc.

The x-rays of Rontgen allowed
investigations of atoms and crystals. Earnest
Rutherford (1871 - 1937), Nobel Chemistry
Laureate, 1908, and Henrik David Neils Boha
(1885 - 1962), Nobel Physics Laureate, 1922,
studied atoms with Rontgen's x-rays. The
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Russian scientist, Dimitry Ivanovich
Mendeleyev (1834 - 1907) arranged the
periodic table of 92 elements according to
their atomic number. The discovery of
radium and radioactivity by Henri Antoine
Becquerel (1852 - 1908), Pierre Curie (1859-
1906) and Marie Curie - nee Manya
Sklodowska (1867 - 1934), all three joint
Nobel Physics Laureates, 1903, (Marie Curie
- also Nobel Chemistry Laureate, 1911) led
to the whole therapeutic system of
radiotherapy for cancer.

In 1954, specially coated flexible glass
fibres to transmit images were developed at
the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London (Hopkins and Kapany,
1954). This led to the development of
flexible fibre-optic endoscopes to have a
direct view of the inside of the hollow organs
of the human body. The Greek dream in the
antiquity of"skopein -" ing the inside ofthe
human body attained reality in this century.
Fibre optic endoscopy deserves to earn
eternity in the annals of the history of
medicine (Majumdar; 1993).

The nature of understanding of atomic
and molecular structures, the interconverti-
bility of mass and energy, and by their
extension into biology and medicine, have
led to fuller knowledge of the whole of
cellular physiology and pathology as in
membranes, cytoplasm and nuclei, and in the
biochemistry of enzymes, proteins and
nucleic acids, which function because of their
shapes. The structures of molecules enabled
pharmacologists to produce molecules of
configurations which lead to development of
drugs.

Renal transplantation was first
performed in 1955 in the U.S.A., followed
by orthotopic liver transplantation by Starzle
and his associates in 1963 at the University
of Colorado, Denver, U.S.A. Christian
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Neethling Barnard (1922 - ) performed
the first successful human heart transplanta-
tion in December 1967 at Groote Schuur
Hospital in Cape Town, South Africa. The
patient, 54 - year old Louis Washkansky,
lived for 18 days and died of double
pneumonia. However, though organ
transplantation surgery is a technical success
today, the molecular basis of acceptance or
rejection of transplanted organs in a recipient
still remains unsolved. Immuno-suppressant
therapy is non-specific and is full of hazards.

The year 1900 is the anna mirabilis in
the history of life sciences. The dramatic
triple discovery of the work of Gregor Johann
Mendel (1822 - 1884) by three scientists
independently (Hugo de Vries - a Dutch-man,
Karl Correns - a German and Erich
Tschermak von Seysenegg - an Austrian) and
their simultaneous confirmation of his
brilliant findings in 1900, 15 years after its
presentation to the Brunn Society of Natural
Science in 1865, was outstanding. He was
able to derive general and mathematical laws
about inheritance, applicable to the rest of
the biological world. His experiments with
peas satisfied one of man's oldest desires, to
know how the distinctiveness and the very
form of living things are passed along from
parents to progeny. Mendel supplied the
missing pieces in the jig saw puzzle of
Charles Robert Darwin's (1809 - 1882)
Theory of Evolution. Darwin never got the
chance to learn of Mendel's work. The
elegance of Mendel's contribution to initiate
the 20th century research on Genetics rivals
that of William Harvey's (1578 - 1657)
discovery of the circulation of blood in 1628
and that of Louis Pasteur's (1822 - 1895)
contribution in the birth of bacteriology as a
science in the 19th century. The evolution
of blood pressure measurement from the art
of pulse lore, sphygmography, sphygmoma-
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nometry in the 18th and 19th centuries by
the Reverend Stephen Hale (1677 - 1761) and
Scipione Riva-Rocci (1863 - 1937) respecti-
vely to modern non-invasive automated
portable devices has offered physicians of
today opportunities to improve the clinical
outcome of their patients (Naqui and
Blaufox, 1998).
The 100 Years : A Chronicle of
Excellence: The award of an annual Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine since its
institution in 190 I by the Nobel Foundation
under the terms of the will of Alfred Bernhard
Nobel (1833 - 1896) dated November 27,
1895, Paris, is a good guide to enumerate the
advances in medical science (Annex - I).
Nobel prizes have been awarded annualIy
since 1901, the fifth anniversary (December
10) of Nobel's death, from the income of a
trust established by his wilI "to those who,
during the preceding year, shall have
conferred the greatest benefit on mankind"
in the fields of physics, chemistry,
physiology or medicine, literature and peace.
The Prize in physiology or medicine is
decided by the Royal Caroline Medico -
Chirurgical Institute in Stockholm.

The German scientist, Emil Adolf Von
Behring (1854 - 1917) won the first Nobel
Prize in Medicine in 1901 for his work on
serum therapy, especially its application
against diptheria, by which he has opened a
new avenue in the domain of medical science
and thereby placed in the therapeutic
armamentarium of the physician, a victorious
weapon against ilIness and death. In Berlin,
he was assistant to Robert Koch (1843 -
1910), the second German Nobel Laureate
in Medicine in 1905. Both of them initiated
the fight against infection at the dawn of this
century. Paul Ehrlich (1854 - 1915), Nobel
Medicine Laureate in 1908, the Father of
Modem Chemotherapy, joined the fight later
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by his imaginative prophecy of "Magic
Bullet" specific against infectious agent.
Ehrlich's 606th organic Arsenic compound
- "Salvarsan" (Dihydroxy - aminoarsenobe-
nzine - arsphenamine), the first antisyphilitic
synthetic drug discovered in 1910, provided
the starting point for the development of the
synthetic drug industry. He introduced the
concept of a "chemotherapeutic index"
which is still valuable and plays a part in
everyday thought about drugs. Koch,
Behring and Ehrlich - all Medicine Nobel
Laureates - were jewels in German medical
crowns in the first decade of this century.

After a lull, the. modern era of the
chemotherapy of infection started with the
clinical use in 1936 of sulphonadime -
sulphanilamide developed in 1935 from the
dye - Prontosil- by Gerhard Domagk (1895-
1964), Nobel Medicine Laureate, 1939.
Sadly, the German Nazi regime of the Third
Reich forbade him to accept the Nobel Prize
in 1939; in 1947 he eventually received the
medal but not the prize money.

The "Golden Age" of antimicrobial
therapy began with the production of
penicillin in 1941. For the discovery of anti-
bacterial property of penicillium mould in
1928 by Alexander Fleming (1881 - 1955)
in London and for its further clinically usable
development by Ernest Boris Chain (1906 -
1979) and Howard Walter Florey (1898 -
1968) in Oxford, all three were jointly
awarded the Nobel Prize in medicine in 1945.
They were the British jewels in the crown of
chemotherapy.

Until 1998, 169 medical scientists have
been awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology
or Medicine, of which six are females and
the rest (163) males. The first lady to receive
the prize was Gerty Theresa Cori in 1947
when she shared it with her husband
Ferdinand Carl Cori. The second was
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Rosalyn yalow (1977), the third, Barbara
McClintock (1983), the fourth Rita Levi-
Montalcini (1986), the fifth Gertrude Elion
(1988) and the sixth was Christiane Nusslein-
Volhard (1995). However, the first lady to
receive the Nobel Prize was Marie Curie
(1867 - 1934) - the first time in 1903
(Physics) sharing with her husband, Pierre
Curie (1859 - 1906), and the second time in
1911 (Chemistry).

Ronald Ross (1857 - 1932) was the first
in the then British Empire to win a Nobel
Prize in 1902. It was in Physiology or
Medicine for his discovery of the method of
infection by the Malarial parasite. Being
British, born at Almura, Uttar Pradesh, India,
and trained in 1879, he specialised in
bacteriology in London (1888/89) and
worked in the Indian Medical Service (IMS)
in India (1881 - 1899). Later, he joined the
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,
University of Liverpool, in 1899. He became
Director of the Ross Institute and Hospital
for Tropical Diseases in 1912.

Ronal Ross first discovered the malarial
parasite in the gastro intestinal tract of
Anopheles Mosquito on the 20th August,
1897, while working in Secunderabad (Twin
city of Hyderabad - now Capital of Andhra
Pradesh, India). A year later, he made the
life-saving discovery that human malaria was
transmitted by the Anopheles mosquito while
continuing his research work in Presidency
General Hospital in Calcutta (at present
SSKM Hospital), West Bengal. For this
historic discovery, he was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1902
(second Nobel Prize since its institution in
1901). Ross always acknowledged his debt
to the Scottish bacteriologist - Patrick
Manson (1844 - 1922) - for guidance (Bynum
and Overy, 1998). At present, there is an
arch framing an iron gate on the premises of
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the Presidency General Hospital with a
medallion bearing Dr. Ross's profile. Under
it, there is the inscription : "In the small
laboratory seventy years to the Southeast of
this gate, Surgeon-Major Ronald Ross, I.M.S.
(Indian Medical Service) in 1898 discovered
the manner in which malaria is conveyed by
mosquitoes." To the left of this, engraved in
a marble slab, are three verses of Ross's
poem, "In Exile," which reads as follows:

"This day relenting God
Hath placed within my hand
A wondrous thing; and God
Be praised. At His command,
Seeking His secrets deeds
With tears and toiling breath,
I find thy cunning seeds,
o million murdering Death.
I know this little thing
A myriad men will save.
o death where is thy sting?
Thy victory 0 grave?
A collection of his poems was privately

printed in Liverpool, England, in 1906. In
1927, Ross presented a copy to our Nobel
Literature Laureate (1913), Rabindranath
Thakur (1861 - 1941) - First Asian Nobel
Laureate and the Poet Philosopher of
Contemporary India. Ross also wrote fiction
and mathematical papers.

It is an interesting coincidence that
Joseph Rudyard Kipling (1865 - 1936) - the
first British to win the Nobel Prize in
literature in 1907 was also born in India (in
Bombay - now Mumbai), like Ronald Ross.
It was the intellectual heyday of the British
Colonial Empire.

The interaction of medicine and
molecular biology has become so close in
recent years that it is sometimes difficult to
tell where one ends and the other begins. The
new technology of genetic engineering
yielded various direct applications, including
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the production of certain proteins (Insulin,
Human growth hormone and some vaccines,
etc.). Genetic markers to locate some
hereditary diseases, like Huntington's
disease, Duchennes muscular dystrophy,
polycystic kidney disease (chromosome 16)
and cystic fibrosis (chromosome 7) have been
developed. There are about 3,000 human
diseases known to be caused by specific
genes.

However, the problem is that there are
many genes - perhaps as many as 2,000,000
of them for a given human being. It is now
possible to map the genes for humans. These
2,000,GOO genes are different from one
person to another (except probably identical
uniovular twins). Locating exactly which
gene is involved in a genetic disease is far
from easy.

The development of synthetic drugs,
antibiotics and other chemotherapeutic
agents was prolific in the final half of this
century (ANNEX - II & III). Evolution of
modern surgery and surgical treatment
almost reached its peak during this century
(ANNEX - IV & V).

There is innovative and progressive
development of reproductive medicine (i.e.
test tube baby), foeto-maternal medicine and
of molecular and cellular medicine for
women's health during the last two decades
of this century.

Research on Endogenous Opiates by
Hans Walter Kosterlitz (1903 - 1996) and his
co-workers in Aberdeen and other scientists
at Johns Hopkins and Uppsala during the
1970's added new feathers to the science of
addiction. Development of monoclonal
antibodies in 1975 and exploration of
processes of auto-immunity - "self and non-
self' - are other important landmarks to
alleviate man's malady.

Advances in science and technology
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have revolutionized medical science in this
century; no period of human history can
match it. British Medical Journal devoted
its entire first issue in 1950 (January 7, 1950;
Vol. I, p. 1-80) to the history of medicine in
the first half of this century ("Fifty years of
Medicine"). In the opening piece, Henry
Hallett Dale (1875 - 1968), Nobel Medicine
Laureate, 1936, wrote:

"I think that our successors, viewing the
time in which we live from the longer
perspective of history, are likely to recognize
the first half of the twentieth century as the
period in which, for good or iII, the full
impact of progress in the natural sciences ..."
(Dale, 1950).

It is the mirror image of the Scientific
Revolution and the Renaissance in their imax
form. The intellectual ethos at the dawn of
this century in the exploration of the
mysteries in natural sciences set the same
trend and tune in medical science as well.
Both marched gloriously hand in hand.

Innovations in medicine in this century
include organ transplants, endoscopy, cardiac
catheterization and angiography, angioplasty,
aminocentesis and other methods of
diagnosing sex, diseases and treating a fetus,
ways of handling fertilized human eggs to
produce viable children, artificial substitute
for skin, cochlear implants to aid hearing,
kidney dialysis, ultrasound scanning and a
variety of new vaccines for viral and bacterial
diseases.
Medical Ethics:

The twentieth century is the century of
specialization in every branch of medical
science. For 2 1/2 centuries the Hippocratic
Oath, which goes in the name of Hippocrates
(460 - 356 B.C.) - "Father of Rational
Medicine" was the example of medical
etiquette and, as such, determined the
professional attitude of physicians in modem
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medicine. In recent times, it has been
modified, updated and thereby made relevant
to contemporary medical practice (Robin,
1994 ; Majumdar, 1995). The central strand
in health care ethics today is what is known
as "the Georgetown Mantra" (Beauchamp
and Childress, 1989) - containing the four
principles - autonomy of patients,
beneficence, non-maleficence and justice.
The concern for their scope of application in
the real world, provides a simple, accessible,
culturally neutral approach, a basic analytical
framework and a common basic language to
thinking about ethical issues in health care
(Gillson, 1994). Controversies about
abortion and euthanasia are still perplexing
the conscience of the medical profession.
Sociology and economics of health,
particularly public health, are now essential
aspects of human development according to
Amartya Sen (1933 - ), Nobel Economics
Laureate, 1998. Social inequality outweighs
women's survival advantage in Asia and
North Africa (Sen, 1992). Sen is called the
"conscience of his profession" (Britannica
Book of the Year, 1999, p.62).

The most tragic onslaught against
medical ethics happened in Nazi Germany.
It is widely recognized that the experiments
performed on prisoners in German
concentration camps during World War II
were in fact unpardonable brutal crimes
against humanity, committed under the guise
of medical research. The purpose of the
immersion-hypothermia project conducted at
the Dachau concentration camp between
August 1942 and May 1943 was to establish
the most effective treatment for victims of
immersion hypothermia, particularly crew
members of the German Airforce, who had
been shot down into the cold waters of the
North Sea (Berger, 1990).
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The Limitations:
It is true that until the great discoveries

of the 19th and 20th centuries, physicians
were almost helpless before nearly all
maladies. The best they could do was to
comfort the patient until nature cured him.
French surgeon and father of modern
surgery, Ambroise Pare's (1510 - 1590)
saying was "Je Ie pansait; Dieu Ie guarit" (I
dressed him; god healed him). It was a fine
statement of the creed of the surgeon in
aiding and not frustrating the "vis medicatrix
naturae."

There has been tremendous advancement
in the field of public health, anaesthesia,
infective diseases and many other branches
of medicine. But it is a tragedy that the
message of modem medicine has not reached
the vast masses of people in many parts of
the world ; it has not reached every hearth
and home. Though written in a different
context, it could be best expressed by the
words of our Poet - Philosopher -
Rabrindranath Thakur ( 1861 - 1941), Nobel
Literature Laureate, 1913, in his self-
analytical Bengali poem, "Aikatan" - Tune
in Unison (January 18, 1941, written about
8 months before his death on August 7,
1941): " .... I know, the incompleteness of
my tune, my poetry though plied in diverse
directions, have not reached everywhere."
(Translation by this author).

Cradle to grave social welfare is the
hallmark of modem civilization. In tune with
this, health for all- both haves and have-nots
equally - is the demand of the day. It will be
a mandate the state will have to provide in
the new millennium. Health cannot be a
purchasable private commodity, as it is today,
unfortunately, for the majority of people all
over the globe. The health of the nation
depends upon the health of the individual
citizen. Advancement of medical science
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will have to take serious note of it. Free
market monsters cannot be allowed to trade
in human misery like illness.

Even now little can be done for important
maladies, including degenerative conditions
of the brain, the vascular system, various
cancers, the virus infections and many kinds
of psychiatric disorders. The first doctors or
"medicine men" were witch doctors. The use
of charms and talismans, still prevalent in
modem times in many parts of the world,
carries the rhythm of the folklore of medicine
- the most ancient aspect of the art of healing.

Achievement in modern medicine is
significant but there is still a long way to go
in the new Millennium.
The Philosophy:

The philosophical problem of the late
twentieth century in medicine is the
assumption that science, with the technology
it spawns and derives from, will provide the
answers to illness and the preservation of
health. The success of the scientific approach
has been so great in the past one hundred
years that it would be surprising if that
assumption were not made. In an historical
perspective the belief would seem to be
unrealistic. Science will continue to have its
triumph but they will not be and cannot be
all-conquering, even in the new Millennium.
The opposition to this naive idea is already
building up. "There are more things in
heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt
of in your philosophy"; so commented
William Shakespeare (1564 - 1616) in his
"Hamlet." Education is conventionally
divided up into knowledge, skills and
attitudes. Knowledge and skills are the
provinces of science and technology. As we
have seen they proceed apace in medicine.
There is no stopping them, even if that were
not desirable. The momentum is such within
medicine that they will continue to flourish
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and can be left to take care of themselves, as
they undoubtedly will. It is attitude, both
inside and outside medicine, however, that
should be the present concern. Attitudes
determine how, when and where knowledge
and skills should be and will be exercised.
They also give evidence about what can be
done, but not whether and how much they
should do. This is why philosophy, in the
sense used here, is so important to medicine.
Ideas, and especially systems of ideas, are
the substrate on which actions are based, even
though there are dialogues between ideas and
actions. Actions do not just arise. They have
a background in thought. This can be
inexplicit and later obscured by the results
of action.
Flooding of information, if not rationally
scrutinized, often leads to intellectual chaos
and confusion. Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888
- 1965), Nobel Literature Laureate, 1948,
correctly sums up this apprehension
in his choruses from "The Rock"(1934):

"Where is the life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in
Knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in
information?

In the new Millennium was need to be
very careful not to allow any possible fiasco
to flourish in medical practice, out of this
flooding of inadequately ana lysed
investigative information.
The Message of Medicine in The
New Millennium:

The next move in medicine, already
begun, will probably be to make a more
formal consideration of attitudes to it and
within it. History and philosophy are
necessary ingredients in the understanding
and direction of medicine in the future, so
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that it might continue to serve society and
remain in valuable relationships with it,
remembering the multitude of societies that
have come and gone and the medical systems
that have formed part of them. The reactions
between them have continually changed and
will go on doing so.

Ideas were not in the past and not in the
present confined within geographical
boundaries. They diffuse always in many
directions. During the dark days of the
middle ages in Europe (400 - 1500 A.D.),
the Arabic language was the cultural and
lingual vehicle of conserving the Greco-
Roman medicine for posterity with the
intellectual participation of a variety of
peoples ofthe time - Jews, Arabs, Christians,
and Muslims. There are even indications of
cross communication between Indian,
Chinese and Greek medicine in those golden
days around 300 B.C. In the history ofideas
in medicine and science, there are no
monopolies in this century by creed, colour,
religion, ideology, nationality or any other
of the usually artificial divisions of mankind.
Medicine is today, and was in the past, and
in the new Millennium will always be,
universal (Majumdar, 1998). "Medicine was
~[ me oegion;ng or civilizarion the rnorner
of sciences and played a large rote in the
integration of early cultures In its
highest form, medicine remains potentially
the richest expression of science because it
is concerned with all the various aspects of
man's humanness." (Dubos, 1965). This
century is no exception. Intellectualization
of science including medical science is a new
and promising trend in the final decades of
this century.

Sometimes progress may occur because
of a change in social attitudes. Such was
needed before anatomy could be undertaken,
when the human body was no longer seen as
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totally sacred. And it is social changes that
have made termination of pregnancy more
acceptable today.

We receive and use gifts from the past
of which we are often unaware. Many of
them now form the basis of today' s theory
and practice of medicine. They were hardly
known in their time, though now they are
rightly taken for granted and used because
they are established. The miracles and
breakthroughs of today will in their turn
become the commonplace of tomorrow, and
that we are no less prone to error than our
ancestors were, and which only our progeny
in the new Millennium will recognise.
(Majumdar, 1993). Let us look to the new
Millennium with optimism and confidence.

History of medicine of the Twentieth
Century must stop here. Millennium mania
will surely ensure our nostalgia. Again, T.S.
Eliot sums up eloquently on our behalf in
his "Little Gidding", 1942 :

"Dust in the air suspended
Marks the place where a story ended."
However, to sum up, while we cannot

live without our past in the new Millennium,
as in the previous millennia, we need not live
within it either: we must move forward with
ure uynamic niscory or' un ev~r-cnu(lgin:;
medical world.
The Epilogue:

The evolution of modern medicine in the
twentieth century is a contemporary paradox.
The medical achievements of this century
ranks as one of the supreme epochs of human
enterprise and endeavour. It is now almost
impossible to imagine the world of rive
decades ago, when children still died from
poliomyelitis and diptheria; when there were
no drugs for the treatment of Parkinson's
Disease, rheumatoid arthritis or schizoph-
renia; and when open-heart surgery, heart,
liver and kidney transplants and test-tube
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babies were unrealisable fantasies.
Yet, despite this exemplary vindication

of the power of science, the future of
medicine sometimes seems dark and
uncertain. Doctors, nurses and other para-
medics are no longer sustained, by the sense
of optimism of earlier decades, while the lay
public are encouraged, quite wrongly, to
believe their everyday lives are full of hidden
hazards. Meanwhile, escalating costs
undermine the ideal of universal and
equitable medical care for all the 6 billion
children of Mother Earth. The message of
modem medicine is still a distant, virtually
inaudible echo to many a hearth and home
on this planet.

The answer to this paradox probably lies
in the changing fortunes of the intellectual
forces that created the contemporary medical
achievements - clinical science, technology
and pharmacological innovation. All the
most significant medical developments
occurred during the three decades following
the end of World War II. And then, for
complex reasons, medicine's apparently
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relentless march of progress confronted an
insuperable barrier to further advance. This
created an intellectual vacuum, rapidly filled
by two powerful and radical ideas : The
Sociological Theory, which proposes that the
cause of most common illnesses lies simply
in people's socio-economic environs; and
The New Genetics, which proposes to explain
disease at its most fundamental level - our
building block - the cells and the genes
contained in them. These theories are
certainly plausible, and dominate current
medical research, but their promises remain
still unfulfilled. Meanwhile, the last great
problem confronting modem medicine - the
causes of common diseases - remains
unsolved. The evolution of modem medicine
is a riveting human drama, in which the
virtues of imagination and perseverance give
way to the vices of hubris and self-deception.
It illustrates both the power of the scientific
method in pushing forward the frontiers of
knowledge, but also the constraints posed by
the inscrutable mysteries of biology.
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ANNEX - I
NOBEL LAUREATES IN PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE

(1901 - 1999)

Nationality Winner (s) Contribution

1901 German Emil Adolf Von Behring Work on Serum Therapy,
(1854 - 1917) especially in Diptheria.

1902 British Ronald Ross (1857 -1932) Discovery of the method of
(First British Nobel Laureate: infection by Malarial Parasites.
Nobel Prize-winning work
done in Hyderabad and
Calcutta, India.).

1903 Danish Niels Ryberg Finsen Treatment of skin diseases
(1860 - 1904) with light radiation.

1904 Russian '""- Ivan Pavlow (1849.-1936); Work on the physiology of
digestion.

1905 German Robert Koch (1843 - 1910) Tuberculosis research.

1906 Italian Camillo Goigo (1843 - 1926) Work on the structure of the
Spanish Santiago Ramon Y nervours system.

Cajal (1852 - 1934)

1907 French Charles Louis Alphonse Role of protozoa in diseases.
Laveran (1845 - 1922)

1908 German Paul Ehrlich (1854 - 1915) Work on immunity.
Russian IIya I1ich Mechinkov

( 1845 - 1916)

1909 Swiss Emil Theodor Kocher Work on physiology,
(1841 - 1917) pathology and surgery of the

thyroid gland

1910 German Albrecht Kossel Research on cellular
(1853 - 1927) chemistry.
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1911 Swedish Allvar Gullstrand Work on dioptrics of the eye.
(l862 - 1930)

1912 French Alexis Carrel (1873 - 1944) Work on vascular suture and
transplantation of blood
vessels and organs.

1913 French Charles Robert Richet Work on anaphylaxis.
(l850 - 1935)

1914 Austrian Robert Barany (l876 - 1936) Work on physiology and path-
ology of the vestibular
apparatus.

1915 World War- I
1918 NO Award

1919 Belgian Jules Bordet (1870 - 1961) Work on immunity.

1920 Danish Schack August Steenberger Discovery of capillary motor
Krogh (1874 - 1949) regulating mechanism.

1921 No Award

1922 British Archibald Vivian Hill Discovery related to heat pro-
duction in muscles.

German Otto Fritz Meyerhof Work on the metabolism of
( 1884 - 1951) lactic acid in muscles.

1923 Canadian Frederick Grant Banting
( 1891 - 1941 ) Discovery of Insulin.

Canadian John James Richard Macleod
(1876 - 1935)

1924 Dutch Willem Einthoven Discovery of the mechanism
( 1860 - 1927) of electrocardiogram.

1925 No Award
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1926 Danish Johannes Andreas Grib Contribution to cancer
Fibiger (1867 - 1928) research.

1927 Austrian Julius Wagner von Jauregg Work on malaria innoculation
( 1857 - 1940) in dementia paralytica

1928 French Charles Jules Henri Nicolle Work on typhus.
(1866 - 1936)

1929 Dutch Christiaan Eijkman Discovery of anti-neuritic
( 1858 - 1930) hormone.

British Frederic Gowland Hopkins Discovery of growth -
(1861 - 1947) stimulating hormone.

1930 Austrian Karl Landsteiner Discovery of human blood
(1868 - 1943) groups.

1931 German Otto Heinrich Warburg Discovery of the nature' and
( 1883 - 1970) action of respiratory enzymes.

1932 British Edgar Douglas Adrian Discoveries regarding
( 1889 - 1977) function of neurones.

British Charles Scot Sherrington
(1857 - 1952)

1933 American Thomas Hunt Morgan Hereditary transmission of
(USA) (1866 - 1945) functions of Chromosomes.

1934 American George Richards Minot Discoveries concerning liver,
(USA) (1885 - 1950) therapy against anaemia.

" William Parry Murphy
(1892 - 1987)

" George Hoyt Whipple
(1878 - 1976)

1935 German Hans Speman (1869 - 1941) Organizer effect in embryonic
development.
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1936 British Henry Hallett Dale Work on chemical
(1875 - 1968) transmission

of nerve impulses.
German Otto Loewi (1873 - 1961)

1937 Hungarian Albert von Nagyrapolt Work on biological cornbus-
Szent - Gyorgyi tion involving vitamin C.
(1893 - 1986)

1938 Belgian Jean Francois Comeille Discovery of the role of
Heymans (I 892 - 1968) sinus and aortic mechanisms

in the regulation ofrespiration.

1939 German Gerhard Domagk Discovery of the anti-bacterial
(1895 - 1964) effect of Prontosil.
(Declined - The Nazi regime
forbade him to accept the
Noble Prize.

1940
1941 NOT AWARDED
1942

1943 Danish Carl Peter Henrik Dam Discovery of Vitam K.
(1895 - 1975)

American Edward Adeldert Doisy Discovery of the chemical
( 1893 - 1986) nature of Vitamin K.

1944 American Joseph Erlanger Researches on differentiated
(1874 - 1965) functions of nerves.

American Herbert Spencer Gasser
(1888 - 1963)

1945 British Alexander Fleming Discovery of Penicillin and its
(1881 - 1955) curative value.

British Ernst Boris Chain
(1906 - 1979)

British Howard Walter Florey
(1898 - 1968)
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1946 American Herman Joseph Muller Production of mutations by
(1890 - 1967) means of x-ray irradiation.

1947 American Ferdinand Carl Cori Discovery of the course of the
(1896 - 1984) catalytic conversion of gly-

cogen.

American Gerty Theresa Cori
(1896 - 1957)

Argentinian Bernardo Alberto Houssay Role of anterior pituitary lobe
(1887 - 1971) hormones in the metabolism

of sugar.

1948 Swiss Paul Herman Muller Discovery of high efficiency of
(1899 - 1965) the insecticide dichloro-diphen

yl- tri - chloro methane (DDT)
against several arthropods.

1949 Swiss Walter Rudolf Hess Discovery of function of -
(1881 - 1973) mid-brain.

Portuguese Antonio Caetano De Abrev Therapeutic value of leuco -
Freire Egas Moniz tomy in psychosis.
(1874 - 1955)

1950 American Philip Showalter Hench Research on adrenal cortex
(1896 - 1965) hormones, their structure and

biological effects.

American Edward Calvin Kendall
(1886 - 1972)

Swiss Tadeusz Reichstein
( 1897 - )

1951 South African Max Theiler
(1899 - 1972) Yellow Fever discoveries.

1952 American Selman Abraham Waksman Discovery of streptomycin
(1888 - 1973)
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1953 American Fritz Albert Lipmann Discovery of Coenzyme A and
(1899 - 1986) its importance in intermediary

metabolism.
British Hans Adolf Krebs Discovery of citric acid cycle.

(1900 - 1981)

1954 American John Franklin Enders Cultivation of poliomyelitis
(1897 - 1985) viruses in tissue culture.

American Thomas Huckle WeJler
(1915-)

American Frederic Chapman Robbins
(1916 - )

1955 Swedish Axel Hugo Teodor Theorell Nature and mode of action
(1903 - 1982) of oxidation enzymes.

1956 German Werner Forssmann Discoveries concerning heart
(I 904 - 1979) catheterization and pathologi-

cal changes in the circulatory
system.

American Dickinson W.Richards
(1895 - 1973)

American Andre Frederic Cournand
(I 895 - 1988)

1957 Italian Daniel Bovet (1907 - ) Production of synthetic curare.

1958 American George Wells Beadle) Genetic regulation of Chemical
(1903 - ) processes.

American Edward Laurie Tatum)
1909 - 1975)

American Joshua Lederberg Genetic recombination.
( 1925 - )

1959 American Severo Ochoa (1905 - ) Genetic recombination and
organisation of bacterial
genetic material.

American Arthur Kornberg Mechanisms in the biological
( 1918- ) synthesis of ribonucleic acid

(RNA) and deoxy-ribo nucleic
acid. (DNA).
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1960 Australian Frank Macfarlane Burnet Acquired immunity to tissue
(1899 - 1985) transplant.

British Peter Brian Medawar
(1915 - 1987)

1961 American Georg von Bekesy Functions of the inner ear.
(1899 - 1972)

1962 British Harry Compton Francis Crick The Molecular structure
( 1916- ) of deoxy ribonucleic acid

- Double Helix.
American James Dewey Watson

( 1928 - )
British Maurice Hugh Frederick

Wilkins ( 1916- )

1963 Australian Joh Carew Eccles Study of the transmission of
(1903 - ) nerve impulses along a nerve

fibre.
British Alan Lloyd Hodgkin

( 1914- )
British Andrew Fielding Huxley

(1917 - )

1964 American Konrad Bloch (1912 - ) Mechanism and regulation of
German Feodor Lynen ( 1911 - 1979) cholesterol and fatty acid meta-

bolism.

1965 French Francois Jacob (1920- ) Genetic control of enzyme
French Jacques Lucien Monod and virus synthesis.

(1910 - 1976)
French Andre LwotT (1 902 - )

1966 American Charles B. Huggins Hormonal treatment of
( 190 I - ) prostatic cancer

American Francis Peyton Rous Tumour - inducing viruses.
( 1879 - 1970)
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r-

11967 American Haldan Keffer Hartline Chemical and physiological

I (1903 - ) visual processes.,
American George Wald ( 1906 - )I

I Swedish Ragnar A. GranitI
! (1900 - )

1968 American Robert W.HoIIey Deciphering of the
( 1922- ) genetic code.

American Marshall W.Nirenberg
( 1927 - )

American Har Govind Khorana
( of Indian origin) ( 1922- )

(Born at Raipara, British
Punjab (now in Pakistan)

1969 American Max Delbruck (1906 - 1981) Replication mechanism and
genetic structure of viruses.

American Alfred D.Hershey
( 1908 - )

American Salvador Edward Luria
( 1912 - )

1970 American Julius Axelrod (1912 - ) Chemistry of nerve
British Bernard Katz ( 1911 - ) transmission.
Swedish Uif von Euler (1905 - 1983)

1971 American Earl W.Sutherland Mechanism of Action of
( 1915 - 1974) hormones.

1972 American Gerald Maurice Edelman Chemical Structure of
(1929 - ) antibodies.

British Rodney Robert Porter
(1917-1985)

1973 Austrian Karl Ritter Yon Frisch Discoveries in animal
(1886 - 1982) behaviour patterns.

Austrian Konrad Zacharias Lorenz
(1903 - 1989)

Dutch Nikolaas Tinbergen
(1907 - )
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1974 Belgian Albert Claude (1899 - 1983) Structural and functional
Belgian Christian Reni De Duve organization of cells.

( - 1971)
American George Emil Palade

( 1912 - )

1975 American Renato Dulbecco Interaction between tumour
( 1914- ) viruses and the genetic

material of the cell.
American Howard Martin Temin

( 1934 - )
American David Baltimore

( 1938 - )

1976 American Baruch Samuel Blumberg Studies on origin and spread
( 1925 - ) of infectious diseases.

American Carlleton D. Gajdusek
(I 923 - )

1977 American Rosalyn S. Yalow Development of radio -
(1921 - ) immuno-assay: research on

pituitary hormones.
American Charles Louis Guillemin

(1924 - )
American Andrew Victor Schally

( 1926- )

1978 Swiss Arber Werner (I929 - ) Discovery of restriction
American Daniel Nathans enzymes that fragment

( 1928 - ) deoxy ribonucleic acid.
(DNA)

American Hamilton Othanel Smith
( 1931 - )

1979 American Allan Macleod Cormack Development of CA T
( 1924- ) (computerised axial tomo-

British Godfrey Newbold Hounse- graphy) scan: a radio-
field ( 1919 - ) graphic diagnostic technique.

1980 American Baruj Benacerraf Genetic control of the response
( 1920- ) of the immunological system

to foreign substance.
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American
George D. Snell
( 1903 - )

American Jean Dausset (1916 - )

1981 American Roger W. Sperry Functions of cerebrai hem is-
(1913- ) pheres.

American David Hunter Hubel ) Processing of visual infonna-
( 1926 - ) tion by the brain.

Swedish Torsten N.Wiesel)
( 1924 - )

1982 Swedish Sune K.Bergstrom Biochemistry and physiology
( 1916 - ) of prostaglandins.

Swedish Bengt I. Samuelsson
( 1934 - )

British John R. Vane ( 1927 - )

1983 American Barbara Me Clintok Discovery of mobile plant-
( 1902- ) genes which affect heredity.

1984 Danish Neils Kaj Jerne Theory and development of a
( 1911 - ) technique for producing mono-

clonal antibodies.
German George J.F. Kohler

( 1946 - )
Argentinian Cesar Milstein

( 1927- )

1985 American Michael S.Brown Discovery of cell receptors
(1941 - ) relating to cholesterol meta-

American Joseph Leonard Goldstein bolism.
( 1940- )

1986 American Stanley Cohen ( 1922 - ) Discoveries of growth factors.
Italian Rita Levi-Montalcini

( 1909 - )

1987 Japanese Susumu ToneGawa Genetic principle for
(1939 - ) generation of

antibody diversity.
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1988 British James Black (1924 - ) Important principles of drug
American Gertrude B.Elion treatment.

( 1918- )

American George H.Hitchings
( 1905 - )

1989 American John Michael Bishop Work with cancer genes.
( 1936- )

American Harold Elliot Vermus
( 1939 - )

1990 American Joseph Edward Murray Research on tissue transplants.
( 1919- )

American Donall Edward Thomas
( 1920- )

1991 German Erwin Neher ( 1944 - ) Cellular pathogenesis of
several diseases, including

German Bert Sakmann ( 1942 - ) diabetes and cystic fibrosis.

1992 American Edmond H.Fisher Biochemical mechanism that
( 1920- ) governs tha activity of cell

American Edwin G.Krebs proteins - a process called
( 1918- ) reversible phosphorylation.

1993 American Richard J. Roberts Discovery of "Split genes."
(1943 - )

American Philip A. Sharp
(1944 - )

1994 American Alfred G.Gilman Discovery of G proteins that
(1941 - ) allow cells to respond to hor-

American Martin Rodbell mones, neurotransmitters and
( 1925 - ) growth factors from a variety

of body tissue.

I

I
I
I



NOBEL PRIZE WINNERS IN PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE, 2000

YEAR NATIONALITY WINNERS CONTRIBUTION

2000

SWEDISH ARVID CARLSSON (1923-

American PAUL GREENGARD (1925 - )

American Eric Kandel ( 1929-

Discoveries: concerning signal
transduction in the nervous
system - Crucial for an
understanding of the normal
function of the brain and how
disturbances in signal
transduction (slow synoptic
transmission) give rise to
neurological and psychiatric
diseases.

Role ef dopamine as an
important neuro-transmitter
(work in 1950's)

Role of protein phosphoryla-
tion in determining neuronal
excitability

Role of protein
phosphorylation in neuronal
signalling - molecular basis of
short-term and long-term
memory

Dr. Sisir K Majumdar

~
I
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ANNExn

THERAPEUTIC LANDMARKS

MISCELLANEOUS DRUGS ANTIMICROBIALS

Opiates (2000 BC) 300 BC Mercury >1500
Ethanol >20003C Ipecacuanha >1600

(emertine 1817)
Ergot (400 BC) 1582

Cinchona bark >1600
Willow bark c.1250 (quinine 1820)
Digitalis 1785 Diptheria antitoxin c. 1893
Colchicine (550 AD) 1820 Arsphenamine 1910

(Salvarsan)
Glyceryl trinitrate 1879

Bismuth compounds 1921
Aspirin 1899

Prontosil 1935
Insulin 1922

Sulphonamide 1936
Liver (raw) 1925

Penicillin 1942
Oestrudiol 1929

Streptomycin 1945
Testosterone 1935

Chloroquine 1946
ACTH 1943

Chloramphenicol 1968
B12 1948

Tetracycline 1948 +
Cortisone 1949

Erythromycin 1952
Paracetomol 1949

Isoniazid 1952
Chlorpromazine 1952

Amphotericin B 1956
Reserpine (>1000 BC)

Metronidazole 1960
Rauwolfia 1955

Methicillin 1960
Indomethacin 1963

Ampicillin 1965
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1995 American Edward B.Lewis (1918 - ) Discovery of a family of master
American Eric F. Wieschaus genes that determine the body

(1947 - ) architecture in an embryo's -
development.

German Christiane Nusslein- Volhard
(1942- )

1996 Australian Peter Doherty (1940 - ) Discovery of the mechanism
Swiss Rolf Zinkemagel how the immune system dis-

( 1944- ) tinguishes virus infected cells
from normal cells.

1997 American Stanley B.Prusiner Discovery of "prion" - a
(1942 -) new kind of disease producing

agent.

1998 American Robert Furchgott Work on nitric oxide as a signa-
( 1916- ) IIing molecule in the cardiovas-

American Ferid Murad (1936 -) cular system.
American Louis Ignarro (1941 - )

1999 German / Guenter Blobal Discovery of the molecular
American (1936-) mechanism of the transport of

proteins within human cells -
"the postal system/code" of the
cell- Pioneering work in mole-
cular biology that could unlock
vital secrets about hereditary
diseases. It is now possible to
use proteins - the organic com-
pounds which form parts of
cells to create drugs to fight
some hereditary diseases or
target defects in a cell.
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Propranolol 1967 Carben ici llin 1967

Laevodopa 1967 Gentamicin 1967

Frusemide 1970 Trimenthoprim c.1967

Cimetidine 1976 Rifampicin 1967

Captopril 1977 Ciprofloxacin 1980
Acyclovir 1977
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ANNEX V
SURGICAL TREATMENT

(500 B.C. -2000 A.D.)

I. ARREST OF HAEMORRAGE - digital pressure; styptics;
- simple tourniquet; screw t. 17 c;
- rubber t. 19c; pneumatic t. 20 c;
- ligature 2c & 16c;
- torsion 18c; haemostat 19c;
- actual cautery; electric-coagn. 19c.
- without needles; with needles.
- water; wine; hot oil 15c; warm oil 16
- weapon salve 16c;
- turpentine 1c; carbolic acid 19c.

Wounds - bark; cloth;
- Fractures - beeswax; gums; starch 19c;

plaster of Paris 19c.
- Dislocations)

Fractures) before & after 1846.
lancet; leech; wet-cupping 16c.
dry-cupping; issues; fontanelles; setons;
cautery.

- abdominal; thoracic; hydrocele.
- arrow; sequestra; bullets 15c;
- flint; trepan; trephine 16c.
- circular; flap 17c; disarticuln. 19c;

stone lc; hernia l3c; cataract 14c;
abcess; fistula-in-ano 12c.

- fractures 19c; joints 19c; spine 19c;
abdomen 19c; thorax 20c.
lithotrity 19c; cystoscopy 19c;
endoscopy 20c.

- skin; bone 19c; cornea 20c.
- wood; tin; steel; plastic 20 c.
- limbs; eyes; nose.
- artery 20 c; joint 20 c; heart 20 c.
- kidney 20 c; heart 20c; liver 20c.

2. WOUND CLOSURE
3. WOUND DRESSING

4. BANDAGING

5. REDUCTION

6. BLEEDING
7. COUNTER-IRRITATION

8. PARACENTESIS
9. EXTRACTION
10. CRANIOTOMY
II. AMPUTATION
12. CUTTING FOR

13. OPEN EXPLORATION

14. CLOSED EXPLORATION

15. GRAFTING
16. ORTHOSES
17. PROSTHESES-EXTERNAL

INTERNAL
18. TRANSPLANTION
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